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...(see p. 432)
A major holdover from the previous culture of making is that of repetition
and modularity. It is true that it is always cheaper and faster to make the
same part, component, or building over and over again but then again
cheaper is not necessarily better. Through computer driven manufacturing,
we can now provide more customization and variation for minimal economic
investment as opposed to the repetitive quantitative benefits afforded by
mass-production. For many decades architects have used their time during
design development to standardize the form, dimensions and materials to
fit available parts, products, and methods. Many architects fear masscustomization because it offers no perceived resistance, removing the
standardization phase of the design process, and ultimately the necessity
to think critically about making. Mass-crafting looks for the criticality not
within the specification of available parts but in the restrictions provided by
the new tools in the manufacturing process. Even if an architect designs
a building employing components of standard sizes, a water-jet cutter will
not make any distinction between rectangular or freeform cuts. Waterjet cutting, as just one possibility for cutting, has limitations of sheet size,
depth of cut, and file input format. The price of the panel is not based on
the complexity of shape but instead will be based on machine time and
material cost. The designer can now engage the process directly, using
the computer file to potentially cut a panel that takes less time to cut, is
pre-drilled for assembly, conserves material, and creates a building façade
with a desired effect. Resistance and limitations of making exist but they
are not only opportunities for designers to reclaim aspects in the building
manufacturing process but they are ways to be critical about making.
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